Abstract-Log-Structured-Merge (LSM) tree-based key value stores are facing critical challenges of fully leveraging the dramatic performance improvements of the underlying storage devices, which makes the compaction operations of LSM key value stores become CPU-bound, and slow compactions significantly degrade key value store performance. To address this issue, we propose LUDA, an LSM key value store with CUDA, which uses a GPU to accelerate compaction operations of LSM key value stores. How to efficiently parallelize compaction procedures as well as accommodate the optimal performance contract of the GPU architecture challenge LUDA. Specifically, LUDA overcomes these challenges by exploiting the data independence between compaction procedures and using cooperative sort mechanism and judicious data movements. Running on a commodity GPU under different levels of CPU overhead, evaluation results show that LUDA provides up to 2x higher throughput and 2x data processing speed, and achieves more stable 99th percentile latencies than LevelDB and RocksDB.
I. INTRODUCTION
Key-Value (KV) stores empower a wide range of modern internet services in large scale data centers, such as e-commerce [14] and web indexing [5] . Among KV stores equipping with diverse elaborated indices like B+ trees and Log-Structured Merge (LSM) trees, LSM KV stores are widely adopted in write-heavy workload environments [9] in the age of slow storage devices. LSM KV stores avoid in-place-update via batching KV pairs to leveled data layouts in storage devices, and later digest KV pairs between levels to guarantee read performance as well as to reclaim storage space (namely compaction). Propogate dispersed KV pairs, which causes significant performance variances, is less I/O-bound and becomes increasingly CPU-bound [17] , [34] with the rapid performance improvements of storage devices, such as NVMe Solid State Drives (SSDs). Take the performance of a widely used LSM KV store RocksDB [5] in Figure 1 as an example, we use different levels of CPU overhead to simulate CPU resource contention from other applications and use an Optane SSD as the high-performance storage device. When the overall CPU overhead is 80%, the running time of this 4-thread RocksDB takes 3x longer time while the size processed by compaction is about 1.5x more. The significant running time increment shows that the CPU becomes the bottleneck of compactions. This transition of the compaction bottleneck has led to research attentions on techniques that alleviate the CPU overhead, like non-sorted KV designs [12] , [17] , in-drive or remote node KV pair processing schemes [7] , [27] . However, it is necessary to do compactions for LSM KV stores. First, it dramatically reduces the cost-effectiveness if not recyclying the storage space occupied by stale key values. Second, even though high-end SSDs provide continuous and stable performance at the device level, it is difficult to guarantee that the underlying persistent layer, such as file systems, maintains good performance with fragments. Third, as DRAM memory performance will degrade at high space utilization [25] , it is reasonable to assume that high-performance SSDs are unable to prevent performance drop with few free spaces [22] . When the memory is scarce and key values for accessed in a random manner, KV stores not conducting compaction shows significant performance degradation [17] . Conducting compactions is necessary to ensure stable performance in the long run.
Offloading compaction jobs from the CPU provides a good remedy for compaction induced performance drops [15] , [27] since compactions are CPU-bound. The compaction is the only way to put all inserted key values into SSTs as well as making room for new SSTs at the lower levels. Slow compactions decrease the write performance or even disrupt. However, spending more CPU resources to speed up compactions suffers from two concerns. First, one of the important metrics for most existing server schedulers is the high CPU utilization, which makes it difficult to cost-effectively ensure adequate CPU time for compactions timely. Second, the marginal revenue of allocating more CPU cores for compactions at a time diminishes because of NUMA effects. Since compactions are not on the read path, it is feasible to process compactions separately to improve write performance. The key for compactions is to generate new SSTs as fast as possible, but generating new SSTs has to calculate checksums for all data blocks as well as iterating all keys to get bloom filters and miscellaneous blocks. These operations are compute-intensive. Leveraging SSD in-drive processors to generate SSTs shares the computation overhead of the CPU and reduces data transfers, however, the limited power budget and relatively slow computation speed make it easy to surpass their potentials. XEngine [29] uses specialized FPGAs for compactions, which can provide considerable computational power. Inspired by the search for more computational power, we turn to GPUs to boost LSM KV compactions, which are widely used in computation power hungry scenarios. On the one hand, GPUs are more development-friendly when compared to specializing FPGAs. On the other hand, continuous improvements and emerging applications make GPUs a promising heterogeneous computation supplement to CPUs [20] , [26] .
In this paper, we propose LUDA, LSM KV stores with CUDA, to overcome the compaction computation-bound bottleneck. However, existing key value store compaction procedures are optimized for CPUs, while the GPU has a different architecture and contracts of optimal performance. How to take advantage of the GPU's abundant computational power by efficiently parallelizing compaction operations with different optimal memory access requirements is challenging. By developing LUDA, we present the main contributions as follows:
1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to use the GPU to boost LSM KV store compactions. 2) We exploit the parallelism potentials of compaction procedures and accommodate the GPU memory hierarchy with minimum data movements. 3) We prototype LUDA with CUDA based on LevelDB by modifying about 1K lines of code and adding 2.7K lines of CUDA code and validate the design of LUDA with the widely used YCSB benchmark. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe the background of LSM KV stores and related architectural features of GPUs in Section II. Section III explains the design of LUDA, and Section IV evaluates and analyzes the prototype performance. We briefly describe related work in Section V, and finally conclude in Section VI. Figure 2 outlines the LSM tree and its compaction procedures with the example of LevelDB. Key value pairs are squeezed in blocks to reduce storage space usages. In a data block, the keys of key value pairs are stored in the shared keys part, which eliminates their redundant prefixes. The values are stored in the value part. Finally, a checksum (typically CRC32) is used for the shared keys and value part. One or more data blocks along with indices of their key value pairs and a bloom filter block, which is used for checking the existence of a key in this SST, form a sorted-string table (SST), and LevelDB writes to storage devices in the unit of an SST.
II. BACKGROUND

A. LSM-tree Compaction
Global memory Host
LevelDB tiers SSTs with different size limitations for each level, and moves key value pairs from level i to level i+1. Newly generated SSTs by user inserts are written to level 0. When the size of level i reaches its quota, LevelDB selects SSTs from level i and those SSTs in level i+1 with overlapped key ranges, then deletes stale key value pairs as well as sorting them. After that, new SSTs are generated and written to level i+1. Finally, it reclaims old SSTs in level i. This compaction mechanism makes level i the stage area for level i+1, and guarantees there is free space available for new SSTs from level i-1. Note that, until successfully attaching new SSTs to LevelDB, key values in old SSTs of level i are valid and used for retrieving when the compaction is in processing.
Specifically, the compaction procedures include the following phases:
Phase 1 Unpack: After reading selected SSTs, LevelDB has to restore key value pairs from data blocks. First, LevelDB recalculates the checksum of each data block for data integrity. Second, LevelDB iterates the shared keys and restore key value pairs, and now these keys are available for sorting.
Phase 2 (Delete and) Sort: Since restored key value pairs from selected SSTs have key overlaps, LevelDB merges and sorts all key value pairs and drops those marked with delete. Then the key-sorted key value pairs are ready to build new SSTs.
Phase 3 Pack: LevelDB groups several key value pairs into a data block according to the defined data block size. Then, it begins to calculate the shared keys in each data block. After that, it calculates the checksum for each block. Finally, LevelDB groups several data blocks into an SST, generates indices for them, and calculates the bloom filter blocks for this SST. Figure 3 gives a simplified memory hierarchy of a GPGPU. Each core in the GPU is a data processing unit, and a GPU has many cores that provide powerful computational capability. Cores are organized in the unit of a Stream Multiprocess (SM), and each SM provides fast local memories for these cores. All cores in the same SM handles different data objects but running the same instruction simultaneously, and the local memory access the larger and slower global memory in a batch way. The GPU exchanges data with the host in the global memory, and both the bandwidth and latency of the global memory is very high. Besides, existing data prefetching features in the GPU is not able to efficiently handle sophisticated control flows and data caches between the SM local memory and the global memory.
B. GPU Basic
CUDA [2] provides APIs to program for general purposes with NVIDIA GPUs. CUDA batches a number of threads (typically 32) as a scheduling unit (warp) and dispatches warps to SMs, and all threads in the same warp manage their own and share data with other threads through the SM local memory. One or more warps form a thread block, and one or more thread blocks form a CUDA kernel.
III. DESIGN
In this section, we first explain LUDA's overall workflow, then discuss design challenges and concerns, and finally discuss the details on how these concerns are embedded in LUDA's design.
A. LUDA Overview Figure 4 shows the overview workflow of bringing the GPU into compaction operations with LUDA. Currently, the CPU plays the role of coordinator between the high-performance Optane SSD and the GPU, and SSTs are stored in the Optane SSD, and the GPU completes the majority of compaction operations for selected SSTs. LUDA executes following compaction procedures for each compaction job: 1) Initiate the compaction procedures and read selected SSTs from the Optane SSD to memory in parallel. 2) Copy SSTs from memory to the GPU. 3) Unpack key value pairs from SSTs, and gather all pairs in the KV pair buffer. Meanwhile, LUDA also generates key value tuples in the KV tuple buffer, and use tuples to sort and locate key value pairs. 4) Transfer key value tuples from the KV tuple buffer to the CPU memory.
5) Use the CPU to delete stale key value tuples and sort them. 6) Copy key-sorted tuples to the GPU. 7) Use key-sorted key value tuples to pack key value pairs from the KV pair buffer to fix-sized data blocks and bloom filter blocks (we use the bloom filter block as the representative of metadata blocks in an SST unless otherwise noted). 8) Return prepared data and bloom filter blocks to the host, and the CPU writes these new SSTs to the Optane SSD. As explained in the steps above, the CPU is free from unpacking and packing key value pairs to SSTs, and only involves operations in sorting the key value tuples, which greatly alleviates the computational overhead on the CPU. However, still, the CPU plays as the transfer station between the Optane SSD and the GPU, and we discuss this effect on LUDA designs later in Section III-D. To the right of Figure  4 , LUDA utilizes the GPU to handle almost all compaction operations. LUDA boosts up to 2x performance with the help of powerful computation capabilities of the GPU when the CPU is under heavy workloads. However, the memory hierarchy of the GPU differs from the CPU memory hierarchy that multiple cores do the same job on different data, hence requiring careful compaction operation map-reduce strategies and crafting memory accesses accordingly.
B. LUDA Design Principle
Shifting compaction jobs to GPU is not without challenges, and this subsection describes the major challenges of LUDA designs. LUDA exploits GPU computing capability to reduce compaction computation overheads. Further, LUDA utilizes GPU's many cores and high bandwidth to parallelize compaction operations and reduce response time.
Challenge 1: How to parallelize compaction operations to the best effort? Even though compaction operations are mainly composed of three phases as presented earlier, pipelining them [34] in coarse granularities fails to exploit full computational potentials of the GPU. LUDA further refines operations of these phases and parallelize them with different CUDA kernels. How to compose efficient CUDA kernels for better parallelism to free the computation capability of GPU?
Challenge 2: How to minimize data movement cost? The overhead of moving data inside the GPU or from the host to the GPU is non-trivial. If we do not take this overhead into LUDA design considerations, the benefit of parallelizing compaction operations will be compromised.
C. Parallelizing Compaction Work
To parallelize compaction operations, we first discuss data dependencies in the three phases of compaction. In phase 1 unpacking key value pairs from SSTs, LUDA has to check the checksum of each data block to ensure the data integrity of squeezed key value pairs in it, then restores key value pairs with their original keys. The inputs for unpacking operations are mainly individual SST data blocks, and there are no data dependencies among data blocks. Operations in phase 
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(b) Packing key value pairs to SSTs in parallel. 3 reverse the job done in phase 1, however metadata blocks in SSTs depend on all data blocks. Exploiting parallelism for compaction operations of unpacking and packing key value pairs is viable, but need to be designed differently. In phase 2 sorting key value pairs, LUDA will merge and sort all the restored key value pairs from phase 1 in their key order, and data dependences of overlapped key ranges from different SSTs cause inevitable data exchanges, which will bring considerable data movement overheads inside the GPU (discussed in Section III-D).
For unpacking operations, LUDA uses an unpack CUDA kernel for each SST as illustrated in Figure 5 (a), and the hexagon represents a CUDA kernel. In an unpack kernel, LUDA checks the checksum of each data block and restores key value pairs in it in parallel, and puts restored key value pairs of this SST into the KV pair buffer. LUDA gathers all restored key value pairs in this buffer, and generates tuple <K,V_offset> for key value pairs and uses tuples to sort them to reduce data movements in the GPU.
In Figure 5 (b), LUDA uses three different CUDA kernels shared_key, encode, and filter to improve the compaction operation parallelism for packing operations. Each shared_key kernel uses sorted KV tuples to calculate the shared keys of key value pairs for each data block. Then encode kernels fill data blocks with corresponding values and calculate the checksum (here is CRC32) for each data block. Finally, filter kernels generate bloom filters blocks for each SST. shared_key kernels enable the batch access to the KV tuple buffer and parallelize the building of the shared key part of different data blocks. There are no data exchanges among encode kernels. When building the bloom filter block with kernels filter, LUDA initiates transfering prepared data blocks to the host. With the above three CUDA kernels based on refined operations of different phases, LUDA pipelines these parallelized compaction operations.
D. Reducing Data Access and Movement Cost
Shifting compaction jobs from the CPU to a GPU introduces challenges of data movements inside and outside the GPU. a) Data moving between the CPU and GPU: One challenge is how to efficiently move data from the CPU to the GPU. Ideally, there is no need to move compaction involved SSTs to the CPU, because the LSM decouples the path of reading inserted key values and existing SSTs are able to provide valid key values before they are replaced by compaction generated SSTs. Freeing storage space from invalid key values in selected SSTs and generating new SSTs are off the critical indexing path of finding requested key values. Thus directly moving old and newly generated SSTs between the storage device and the GPU is able to reduce both the memory and computation overhead of the CPU. The newly release GPUDirect Storage [3] and AMD SSG [1] technologies enable the direct data path between storages and GPUs. However, we are unable to access these featured GPUs for now, and LUDA is orthogonal to these optimizations. We plan to embed this feature into LUDA in the future.
Currently, LUDA moves SSTs between the Optane SSD and the GPU via the CPU memory. To boost the data transfer, LUDA asynchronizely moves SSTs of the lower and upper levels independently. As illustrated in Figure 6 (a), LUDA initiates two threads to copy SSTs of the lower level Li and the upper-level L i+1 in parallel, and starts unpack kernels for them upon their arrival at GPU. When returning compaction results of new SSTs to the CPU, there is more space to copy blocks in parallel. LUDA uses different CUDA kernels to generate new SST data and filter blocks, and preparing different blocks takes different time, and LUDA begins the transfer of prepared data blocks from the GPU to the CPU. In Figure 6 (b), when an encode kernel completes building data blocks, LUDA triggers the movements of them to the GPU. Meanwhile, LUDA also continues building filter blocks of these data blocks, copies the built filter block to the CPU, and composes new SSTs in the host. As the size of filter blocks are significantly smaller than the data blocks', the overhead of transferring filter blocks are overlapped. By decomposing and overlapping data transfers, LUDA mitigates the time overhead of data movements between the CPU and GPU. b) Data moving within the GPU: How to efficiently move data inside the GPU is the other challenge. Even though providing significant high throughput between outer devices, GPUs require to coalesce data movements inside to deliever better performance. However, this requirement challenges the parallelizing compaction operations for the following reasons. The first reason is that the size of the high-performance local memory of an SM is about tens of kilobytes, and it is not large enough to host all SSTs because the size of an SST is usually several megabytes. Therefore, LUDA will inevitably access the slower GPU global memory to fetch demanded key values to sort them. The second reason is that operations of phase 2 merging and sorting key values that cause scattered memory accesses. When there are overlapped key ranges among SSTs, which is usually the fact, LUDA has to copy demanded key values from different SSTs of different locations to gather them in a buffer, and this means scattered small size memory accesses to the GPU global memory, which will consume significant time. We observe that sorting <K,V_offset> tuples or <Key, Value> pairs with a GTX 1080Ti takes up to milliseconds even for only thousands of them. This will significantly compromise the benefits of exploiting compaction parallelism. Taking the above requirements and limitations into consideration, LUDA introduces the following design techniques to achieve efficient data movements.
• Lightweight Sort Mechanism: Considering that values are only used for checksums and do not affect phase 2 merge sort, LUDA decouples values from their keys when unpacking them from old SST data blocks with CUDA kernel unpack. Kernel unpack puts restored key value pairs to the KV pair buffer as shown in Figure 5 (a). Meanwhile, it also generates <K, V_offset> tuples to represent key value pairs and stores them in the KV tuple buffer. K is the restored key and V_offset locates this key value pair in the KV pair buffer. LUDA sorts these key value tuples instead of key value pairs and greatly reduces the amount of unnecessary data movements. However, sorting these small size tuples still bottlenecks the overall compaction operations in the GPU as explained earlier, therefore LUDA employs a the cooperative sort mechanism.
• Cooperative Sort Mechanism: To our best knowledge, we do not find an efficient CUDA library to sort <K, V_offset> tuples and plan to improve this in the future. Currently, LUDA cooperates with CPU for sorting them. After building <K, V_offset> tuples, LUDA transfers them to the CPU asynchronously and fetches them back to the GPU for composing SST blocks. Since the size of tuples is about tens of kilobytes for megabytes of SSTs, this asynchronous data transfer is acceptable, and this method avoids the slow data movements inside the GPU. More importantly, we later find out that this cooperative sort does not introduce significant latency overhead in Section IV-D.
• Lazy Value Movement: After getting through three compaction phases and four different CUDA kernels, LUDA moves values with the following two times. First, unpack key value pairs from the original SSTs and put them to the KV pair buffer. Second, pack key value pairs from the KV pair buffer moves values to new data blocks with the help of key-sorted KV tuple buffer. These two necessary movements for values enable the parallelism of unpacking and packing operations and also minimize the overhead of data movements inside the GPU.
IV. EVALUATION
Our evaluation of LUDA aims to demonstrate the design insights in speeding up compaction procedures and improving the performance of LSM key value stores. We answer the following questions using LUDA: 1) What are the benefits of introducing the GPU to replace the CPU for compaction operations? 2) Does the computation power of a GPU improve the compaction performance? 3) How effective is LUDA's compaction parallelism in reducing request latency?
A. Configuration and Methodology a) Server Setting: We conduct evaluations on one server running Linux Ubuntu 16.04 with kernel 4.15. The server uses the Supermicro X10DAI motherboard with one 4-core (8-thread, and the full CPU utilization is 800%) Intel E5-1620 v4, 64 GB DRAM, one NVIDIA GTX 1080Ti GPU, and one 280 GB Intel Optane 900p SSD. b) Software Setting: We prototype LUDA with CUDA (version 10.1) based on LevelDB (version 1.22) [4] by modifying about 1K lines of code and adding 2.7K lines of CUDA code, and we are ready to open source it 1 . We implement bloom filter calculations in LUDA, but leave the snappy compression and plan for the future work. We believe that if we enable the snappy compression, evaluation results will strengthen the advantage of LUDA.
In all tests, we use LevelDB (version 1.22) as the baseline and RocksDB (version 6.4.6) as the well-optimized LSMtree key value store. All key value stores are configured with default parameters and 10 bits for bloom filters, except that RocksDB is configured with four threads to represent high CPU demanding key value stores.
We evaluate LUDA, LevelDB, and RocksDB using YCSB cloud benchmark [13] . We set key size 16 B for all key-values and only vary the value size (from 128 B to 1 KB). The size of both an memtable and a SST is 4 MB, and the size of a data block is 4 KB unless explicitly claimed. In all experiments, we use the YCSB A workload, which has a 0.5-0.5 updateread ratio. We first load 10 million key value pairs into each key value store, which has a total database size of about 5 GB. Then we play another 10 million key value pairs on all 1 https://github.com/anonymous stores. Finally, we set the value size of 256 B and use 0.1 billion key value pairs (total 50 GB) as the number for YCSB to stress all key value stores and check their realtime latency and CPU/GPU usages.
To simulate scenarios that other applications compete for or exhaust the CPU, we use stress-ng [6] to generate different CPU overhead levels (40% and 80%, and the full CPU overhead level setting is 100%).
B. Overall Performance
The throughput (ops/second), running time, and request latency show the effectiveness of using the computation capability of the GPU to replace the CPU computation in compaction operations. We set different CPU stress levels and compare the throughput and execution time of all key value stores. Figure 7 shows the throughput results under different CPU overhead levels (0, 40%, and 80%). With the growth of CPU overhead, all key value stores show lower throughputs. There are two reasons: (1) Half of all requests are read, and these reads are slowed down with fewer CPU time, and LUDA does not touch the read path; and (2) CPU still involves compaction operations more or less, and when other applications take too many CPU resources, these key value stores are unable to handle compaction requests. As LUDA depends on the CPU for sorting key value tuples, this also contributes to the reduced throughput of LUDA. When the CPU overhead is 80% with value size 1KB, RocksDB only provides about 30% of the throughput when there is no CPU overhead. LUDA and LevelDB maintain about 70% of the throughput without CPU overhead, but LUDA shows about 2x the throughput when compared to LevelDB and RocksDB with only 20% available CPU resources. The higher throughput of LUDA shows the effectiveness of migrating computational operations from the CPU to GPU, and also proves that GPU boosts the compaction operations. Figure 8 gives the running time to complete a 5 GB data size with different CPU overhead. When the CPU is free from distractions, RocksDB has the shortest running time with all value sizes, and LUDA follows RocksDB, and LevelDB is the slowest one. With the increase of value sizes, all key value stores take a longer time. LevelDB nearly doubles its running time, and RocksDB takes about 40% more time. When the CPU overhead is 80%, all key value stores have longer running time compared to their results no CPU overhead. At the value size 1 KB, the running time of RocksDB grows about 2x, and LevelDB spends extra 203 seconds, and LUDA uses extra 100 seconds. Although LUDA takes more time when there are fewer CPU resources, it is clear that LUDA is more robust to the CPU resource variance and outperforms others at all value sizes. Figure 9 shows the average latency for read and write requests under different CPU overheads. When there is no CPU overhead, average latencies of all key value stores increase along with the growth of value sizes. When the value size is 1 KB, the average write latency of LevelDB increases by 55 us, and LUDA and RocksDB's average write latency have moderate growth. When the CPU overhead is 80%, both LevelDB and RocksDB have longer average read and write latency than LUDA, and the average write latency of LUDA increases by only 7 us. As for all average read latencies with different CPU overhead, RocksDB shows the higher read latency than LUDA and LevelDB. We infer that request queues in RocksDB are responsible for it even though RocksDB uses four threads. Since RocksDB uses more threads than LUDA and LevelDB, RocksDB average latencies are greatly affected by the CPU overhead. Another observation is that LUDA almost suppresses the average write latency across different CPU overhead, which means that LUDA efficiently frees the CPU from compaction operations. Figure 10 gives the CPU usage of all key value stores and the GPU usage of LUDA. With larger value sizes, CPU usages and GPU usages of LUDA decrease. This is because it takes more time for large value movements and the increased size of compaction involved data (in Figure 11) . Larger values reduce the overhead of calculating bloom filters, therefore LUDA GPU usages decrease. When the CPU overhead is heavy, the four-thread RocksDB almost saturates the remaining CPU resources. The CPU usage of LUDA and LevelDB, as well as the GPU usage of LUDA marginally decreases. However, LUDA consumes more CPU resources than LevelDB. The reason for this moderate higher CPU usage of LUDA is due to the frequent data movements between the CPU and GPU for the larger size of compaction data.
C. Compaction Speed
We now use the size of compaction processed data by all key value stores to evaluate their compaction speed. Both the data size of compaction induced read and write are included in Figure 11 , and all of them have the 0.5-0.5 ratio for the read size and write size. It's clear that the CPU overhead has negligible effects on the compaction data size. LUDA and LevelDB involved much more data in compactions for all sizes of value, and LUDA handles the larges size of data. We infer that the column family [5] in RocksDB helps reduce the overlapped range for higher-level SSTs. As for the large LUDA compaction data size, we figure out that this is caused by our prototype simplification. Currently, LUDA triggers the compaction procedures when Level 0 is full and does not dump the full immutable when conducting compactions in the GPU, so LUDA misses this chance of involving more SSTs. As a consequence, the overlapped key range for the next compaction will be larger than other key value stores, hence causing more compaction data. We plan to address this disadvantage of our prototype in the future. However, the above results also prove that LUDA processes compactions much faster than LevelDB and RocksDB. When the value size is 128 B, the size of data processed by LUDA is almost 2x the size of LevelDB, while the running time of LUDA is even shorter than the LevelDB's in Figure 9 . When the value size is 1 KB, LUDA handles the comparative amount of data compared to LevelDB with 46% less running time. Results in Figures 11 and 9 show that, LUDA compaction speed is 1x faster than the speed of LevelDB and 2x faster than the speed of RocksDB.
D. Latency Variance
The latency variance is another important metric for compaction performance. Figure 12 shows the 99th percentile latency without CPU overhead for different value sizes. At the beginning of the running, LUDA shows a relatively high and short-time latency spike, this is because moving data to the GPU and initiating the parallel compaction in GPU takes time. Finally, LUDA presents the lowest and smooth latency for all value sizes. Without boosting compactions by a GPU, LevelDB shows significant latency variances when the value size gets larger and finally gets the highest 99th percentile latency. RocksDB uses four threads and approximately suppresses the latency variance. We further test the robustness of LUDA with the 0.1 million dataset size (about 50 GB) for about an hour as shown in Figure 13 . In this experiment, we increase the max background job of RocksDB to 4 to boost RocksDB compactions. The CPU and GPU usage of all key value stores plotted on the top half of Figure 13 , and plots stop when key value stores complete all requests.
As there is no extra CPU overhead, all key value stores show steady CPU usages. LUDA consumes slightly more CPU resources than LevelDB, and the GPU usage of LUDA varies as called by compaction jobs from time to time. RocksDB with 4 background jobs uses the most CPU resource. The fewer compaction data , as well as more CPU resources, enables this 4-background-job RocksDB to take the shortest running time. RocksDB with fewer background jobs presents visible throughput fluctuations. LUDA provides stable and relatively high throughput when compared to the 4-background-job RocksDB. LUDA's stable and low 99th latency in Figures 12 and the high throughput in Figure 13 confirm that handling compaction data quickly is helpful to stable performance.
V. RELATED WORK
Many pieces of research provide optimizations on the compaction of LSM-tree based key value stores.
Boost compaction operation: Computation is not the bottleneck of compactions when key value stores using slow storages, and Pipelined Compaction Procedure [34] uses CPU pipelines to parallelize computation and I/O operations for faster compaction. However, pipelining compactions only with CPU becomes CPU-bound when using fast storage devices like nowaday SSDs, let alone high-performance Optane SSDs. Both SILK [9] and Luo [19] analyze the I/O scheduling effects on compactions and use I/O schedulers to avoid write interference between user writes and compaction writes. LUDA introduces the GPU into key value stores, and moves almost all compaction jobs to the GPU, and provides a solution to fast compactions for key value stores with high-performance storage devices.
Offload compaction: KVSSD [31] embeds a key value store in the SSD Flash Translation Layer, and utilizes the FTL to complete all compaction jobs inside the SSD. TStore [27] , [28] dynamically partitions compaction tasks and conducts compactions by both SSDs and the host in parallel. Doing compaction in SSDs reduces the size of transfer data between the host and storage, however the wimpy onboard processor and limited power budget challenge this kind of design as concerned in Summarizer [16] , which makes trade-offs between near SSD processing and the data transfers to the host. X-Engine [29] uses FPGAs for compactions to reduce CPU consumption, and the FPGA is less developing-friendly. Ahmad and Kemme [7] leverage remote compute node to do compaction, which will be affected by networking. LUDA firstly uses the GPU to boost compaction processings, as GPUs have better computation power than FPGAs or SSD onboard processors.
Reduce compaction data size: TRIAD [8] reduces the compaction data size by keeping hot key values in the memtable and unifying the WAL and Level 0. PebblesDB [24] uses guards to reduce overlapped ranges between levels and improves the compaction process. SifrDB [21] combines the multi-stage tree and the multi-stage forest and reduces write amplification. WiscKey [18] separates keys and values and reduces value movements for compactions. HashKV [12] optimizes WiscKey garbage collections for value logs by segmenting value logs and placing values in segments with hash. dCompaction [23] defers the processing for data blocks to prevent key values from being compacted too frequently. LDC [11] , LWC-store [32] , and ChooseBest [30] choose SSTs judiciously to reduce overlapped key range and reduce the data size of compactions. LUDA is orthogonal to these proposals.
Researches on GPUs in the storage community mainly focus on exploring the computational potential of GPUs and optimizing the data transfer path.
Utilize GPU for computation: Shredder [10] uses GPUs for data deduplication and incremental data processing. Mega-KV [33] adopts GPUs to accelerate the operations of in-memory key-value stores. LUDA is the first to use GPUs for key value store compactions.
Optimize data path: Before NVIDIA GPUDirect Storage [3] and AMD SSG [1] , directly moving data from storage devices to GPUs requires extra efforts, like GPUfs [26] . DRAGON [20] directly maps NVM storage devices to GPU address space and enlarges the GPU address space.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develpo a GPU-accelerated compaction key value store LUDA. LUDA utilizes the GPU computation power to boost compaction operations by subdividing SSTs to data independent blocks and processing them in parallel. LUDA minimizes the overhead of data movements to accommodate different memory access characteristics of the GPU as compared to CPU. Finally, we conduct evaluations of our prototype on a commodity GPU with CUDA, and also demonstrate the robustness and improved performance of LUDA compared to LevelDB and RocksDB under different levels of CPU overhead.
